
It’s late. Almost too late.
Any office that does not already have its NPIs must

get them immediately and start using them immediate-
ly.
The NPIs, or National Provider Identifiers, are

replacing all the provider identifiers currently in use –
both Medicare and commercial – and they must
appear on all claims by May 23 or the office won’t get
paid.
Right now, offices should be using both their old

payer identifiers plus their NPIs, because payers have
to match the new numbers to the old identifiers
already in their systems, a job that Medicare says can
take as long as 120 days.
And there are fewer than 120 days left!
For many offices, the extra time is also needed to

get the billing system programmed to accept and sub-
mit the new ID numbers, to coordinate with billing
services and clearinghouses, and to test the numbers
with payers.
Be late and the prognosis is grim. If a payer doesn’t

have the office’s NPIs sorted out by May 23, the

claims will be held up until the numbers get fixed, and
that could take a while.

e pluribus unum

The NPIs are a product of HIPAA. Their purpose is
to make electronic claims processing easier by replac-
ing all the individual payer identifier numbers with a
single number.
That one number will identify the provider on

claims and prescriptions. It will be used for coordina-
tion of benefits between payers. It will identify the
treating physician in the patient’s medical record. And
eventually it will be used for e-prescribing under Part
D, though that’s a ways out.
The NPI replaces all the old identifiers – Online

Survey Certification and Reporting (OSCAR) system
(please turn to page 3)
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Dear Reader:
With this issue, I am enclosing our annual survey

to find out how MOM can serve you better.
Please take a moment to complete it and tell me

what you need to know about and also what you want
to read about in future issues.
In addition, on the back of the survey, I’ve asked

you to tell me about your successes as a manager.
That’s the part I like to read most! We cover many of
your ideas in the newsletter, particularly in the “This
Month’s Idea” column on page 2.
I always look forward to hearing from you, and I

enjoy reading what you have to say. If you have ques-
tions, feel free to call me. My number is 404/367-
1991.

Susan Crawford, Editor



this month’s
idea

This year’s unused sick days
become next year’s personal days
Experience is often a manager’s best education. Such is the case

for BETTY F. McCAFFREY, office manager of MJI Inc., a two-
physician, six-staff orthopedic surgery practice in Warwick, RI.
McCaffrey, who has been with MJI for 20 years, has found that

the best way to prevent the last-minute sick calls is to allow staff to
carry their sick days over to the next year. But instead of transfer-
ring as sick days, the time becomes personal days to use however
they want.
McCaffrey made that change almost 10 years ago. As in any

office, she says, sick calls always came in at the last minute and left
the office short-handed. And with a use-it-or-lose-it policy, there
was a surge of absences at the end of the year.
Making matters worse, Mondays and Fridays, which are the

office’s busiest days, were the most tempting times for people to be
out.
The carry-over system ended that, and to everybody’s satisfac-

tion. For the office, there’s full coverage for all positions; for staff,
there’s “a bonus” of added personal time.
Each employee starts the year with five sick days and ends by

taking the unused days into the next year. Thus, staff can potentially
add as many as five days to their vacation time.
“Most people carry over at least three days,” she says, and one

staffer who has been there since the carry-over began hasn’t taken
any sick days at all.
McCaffrey asks staff to request the personal time at least a week

ahead so she can cover the work, though usually they arrange the
coverage before making the request.
There’s more to the picture: an added a provision to prevent

unnecessary call-ins around holidays.
To miss the day before or after a holiday, staff have to get the

absence approved in advance or bring a doctor’s note verifying ill-
ness. Otherwise, they don’t get paid for the holiday.
With most holidays falling on Monday, the following day is

invariably “a Monday-Tuesday day” with twice the work, so the
office needs the full coverage.
She adds, though, that enforcement follows common sense. If a

staffer is obviously ill, the doctor’s note is not necessary. But having
the provision in the handbook allows office to enforce it if there’s
doubt.

If your office has set up a system that makes managing easier,
MOM would like to write about it. Contact the Editor, Medical
Office Manager, P.O. Box 52843, Atlanta, GA 30355. Telephone
404/367-1991 and fax 404/367-1995. We pay $100 for every idea we
write about in this column. �
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(continued from page 1)
numbers, National Supplier Clearinghouse (NSC)
numbers, Provider Identification Numbers (PINs),
Unique Physician Identification Numbers (UPINs),
and any ID numbers individual commercial payers
have assigned.
Note, however, that the NPI does not have anything

to do with Employer Identification Numbers (EIN) or
with Social Security numbers. Those are tax identi-
fiers, not claims numbers, and they are not affected by
the NPIs. They still have to be used just as they have
always been used.

who has to have one? everybody!

Any health care provider who sends out electronic
bills has to have an NPI.
That includes physicians, dentists, pharmacists,

nurses, hospitals, nursing homes, durable medical
equipment suppliers, clinical laboratories, pharmacies,
group practices, and health maintenance organiza-
tions.
The only exception is that doctors who use only

paper claims don’t have to have them – at least as far
as HIPAA is concerned. That’s because HIPAA’s trans-
action standards only apply to electronic claims. Even
so, all doctors should get NPIs, because all doctors are
free to use them on claims if they want and because
payers are free to require them and free too to reject
paper claims that don’t carry them.
What’s more, Medicare will soon require them on

paper claims.
More still, a group can require its doctors to have

NPIs so it can track who bills what.

till death do us part

The NPI is a lifetime identifier. It follows the doc-
tor or office from here on out.
If a doctor or office relocates, the Enumerator (the

company that is doling the NPIs out) has to be notified
of the change within 30 days.
If a doctor retires or dies, the Enumerator has to be

notified, and the number then gets deactivated. A
caveat, however: don’t contact the Enumerator and
kill the number until all the doctor’s outstanding
claims are settled. To get paid, a claim has to carry an
active number.

the big subpart question

While all individual providers can – and should –
get NPIs, there has been confusion on how many to
get, specifically, what subparts of a practice need sep-
arate NPIs.
The rule is that any subpart of an organization that

bills separately and in its own name has to have its
own NPI.
What is a subpart?
It’s not a separate legal entity but part of the over-

all provider organization. It may or may not be in the
same location as the main office, and it may or may
not have the same Medicare specialty.
An example is a hospital that owns home health

agencies. Each agency has its own provider agreement
with Medicare, so it needs its own NPI.
The office has to decide for itself whether it has

subparts.
With a solo practice, there aren’t any, so only the

doctor gets an NPI. There’s no need to get an NPI for
the practice, because the doctor owns all the assets
and is liable for all the debts.
With a group practice, however, it depends on who

sends out the bills:
• What if the group has, say, three locations but

bills from just one?
It only needs the one NPI.
• What if one of those locations sends out its own

claims?
That location is a subpart and needs to have its own

NPI.
• What if the group has just one location?
There are no subparts to worry about. If all the

billing is done under the group name, the group has to
have an NPI, and that’s the single number that gets
used on the claims, not the numbers of the individual
doctors. On the other hand, if the billing is done under
the doctors’ names, their NPIs and not the group NPI
should appear on the bills.
It’s important to note that each billing entity and

each doctor gets one and only one NPI. Payers cannot
require providers to get additional NPIs. For example,
if a group practice has three locations but bills every-
thing under one, a payer can’t require it to get an NPI
for each location.

it’s not a secret number

The NPIs are the product of HIPAA, but they come
from the electronic transactions part, not the privacy
part.
They are not private numbers at all. In fact, offices

are required to give them to anybody who needs them
to process claims. That includes billing services,
clearinghouses, supervising physicians, operating
physicians, referring providers, and other offices.
There’s no need for secrecy, because the NPIs don’t

carry any intelligence. Nobody can look at one and
tell, for example, the doctor’s specialty or the state
where the doctor is located.
However, there is a restriction on releases from the

government. The Enumerator will not give a number
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out except to the person or entity who applied for it in
the first place.
A good control, but one that can bring on aggrava-

tion.
Suppose the office applies for its doctors’ NPIs and

the Enumerator says the hospital already got them for
its medical staff. The Enumerator can’t tell the office
what those numbers are. It can’t even tell the doctors.
It can only give that information to the hospital, which
means the office now has to contact the hospital.
Medicare points out that doctors need to keep

copies of the NPI notifications they receive from the
Enumerator, because they will need them to enroll in
Medicare or to change their Medicare enrollment
information.

how to get an NPI

The fastest way to get an NPI is to go to https://
nppes.cms.hhs.gov and apply online.
However, it’s also possible to
• call 800/465-3203 or
• request a paper application from NPI Enumerator,

P.O. Box 6059, Fargo, ND 58108 or
• e-mail customerservice@npienumerator.com.
The NPI application needs to show all the current

identification numbers. And if there is a Medicaid
number, it needs to show the name of the state.
If the office already has its NPIs, go back and

update that information if it wasn’t included on the
application. Payers need those numbers to match the
old IDs to the new NPIs.

don’t pay for anything

Getting an NPI is free.
In addition, all the educational materials that the

government supplies are free and on the Internet. The
office is not required to buy any manuals; neither does
the government have any for sale. Any manuals for
using the NPIs are not government sponsored and are
not required reading.
For a comprehensive course in NPI-ing, go to

http://questions.cms.hhs.gov and enter NPI in the
search box.
There’s more good information at

http://www.cms.hhs.gov/NationalProvIdentStand/.

a reprieve on the way?

Not surprisingly, there is some effort underway to
delay the deadline, the argument being that the move
to NPIs requires extensive software updating.
However, the government has not given any indica-

tion that it will do so. As it stands now, come May 23
it’s all NPIs or no money. �

Interviews: don’t focus on
what applicants CAN do;
look for what theyWILL do
Don’t focus a job interview on whether the candi-

date can do the job.
The purpose of an interview is not to evaluate hard

skills or job experience or training. Anybody who
makes it to the interview already meets the require-
ments, says JENNIFER C. ZAMECKI of Well Run
Concepts, a human resources consulting firm in Ocala,
FL. The company focuses on hiring, particularly get-
ting the right people for the right job.
Look instead for “the behaviors of the person.” The

interview is the time to find out the motivators, the
personality, and the soft skills of self management,
organization, and the ability to solve problems and
work as part of a team.

digging past the prefab answers

Standard interview procedure is to spend the first
half hour telling about the office and how great the job
is.
It’s a sales pitch, and it’s a waste of time, Zamecki

says. The applicant already wants the job. That’s why
that person is there in the first place – to get hired.
Save the sales talk for when the office makes an

offer and start instead with questions that force the
applicants to “demonstrate they have the behavior and
competence” to be successful in the job and to fit in
well with the organization.
The way to do that is to ask questions that make the

individual think.
Most managers ask questions that can only produce

the correct answers: Are you results-oriented? Do you
like working in a team environment Do you like work-
ing with people?
Those don’t work. “Who’s going to say ‘no, I hate

working with other people. I’d rather work by myself
and not be bothered’?”
Her advice is to list the characteristics the job

requires and then ask for evidence of each by phrasing
the questions in the format of “tell me about a time
you were results-oriented” or “tell me about a time
you really acted as part of a team.”
“People have to think” to respond, she says. They

also have to be candid. Somebody who is not results-
oriented “is going to have a hard time making up an
answer.”

. . . and then? . . . and then?

Keep going. Whatever the answer is, ask for more
about it. Suppose the question is Tell me about a time
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you solved a patient problem and the answer is We had
a patient who complained about such-and-such, and I
did A.
Ask for more: How did you accomplish A?
Answer: By doing B.
Response: And how did you accomplish B?
What happens is that the applicant winds up doing

all the talking, and the manager “gets tons of informa-
tion” plus a rich picture of what the office can expect
from that person.
Zamecki notes too that job applicants are prepared.

They come in with ready responses to the typical
interview questions and “can spit back exactly what
the interviewer is looking for.” But what they can’t get
past is the heavy follow-up.
Asking question after question takes time, she

notes. In fact, she recommends blocking out an hour,
if not more. But spending the extra time is far easier
than having to deal later with somebody who’s not
suited to the job.

picking up the dropped hints

Throughout the interview, listen for off-hand com-
ments about job preferences and expectations that
indicate a bad fit.
Don’t expect the candidate to come out and say

there’s not a match or even give any indication of a
problem. Job seekers are going to say whatever will
get them in.
It’s the little remarks that tell the real story.
If a front-desk candidate says “my goal is to be

making $60,000 in four years,” stop and think. Will
the position ever warrant a $60,000 salary? Is there
opportunity for that kind of promotion within the
office?
If not, it’s not fair to hire that person. What’s more,

in a month or two, the new hire will hear about the
salary limits from co-workers and leave.
Or suppose a candidate says “I’m on the fast track.

I want to be assistant manager in five years.”
No matter how great a fit that person may otherwise

be, “if that’s not what the office is offering,” it’s a bad
hire.

love at first sight

One last rule: don’t get dazzled.
Someone comes in “dressed to a T” and sounding

like just what the office wants, and the manager’s first
response is “wow! I’ve got to hire this person!”
Now a halo perches on that candidate’s head, and

what follows is not an interview at all but a search for
evidence – however lame – that the office should hire
that applicant.
Even the most experienced interviewer falls into

that trap, Zamecki says. It’s human nature. And it hap-
pens just as often with physician interviews as with
staff interviews.
The doctors see a glowing resume from a presti-

gious medical school and think “this person must be
really smart.” No one ever listens for any indication
that the applicant may not be right for the practice or
vice versa. �

Those medical records!
here’s how to make them
functional and manageable
Got questions about record management? Here are

some MOM’s readers have asked.
They are answered by MARY D. BRANDT, MBA,

RHIA, CHE, CHPS, of Brandt & Associates in
Bellaire, TX. Brandt is a record management consul-
tant and also a member of MOM’s editorial advisory
board.

choose the folders with care

What type of folder is best?
Get folders with pronged fasteners so the informa-

tion can be hole-punched and attached. Then nothing
falls out.
The easiest organizers are colored Mylar dividers

with tabs – Mylar “because it’s sturdy.” The office can
get the tabs printed however it wants.
Folders are available with pronged fasteners at the

top or down the side, and Brandt’s advice is to make
up some sample records with both types to see which
works best for the office. With the top fasteners, the
tabs are at the bottom, which makes it easy to flip the
pages up for reading. However, with some folders, the
tabs hang low along the bottom edge and cover part of
the color-coded stickers that identify the files on the
shelves.

the outside of the folder

What information should appear on the outside of
the folder?
The outside carries, of course, the patient’s name.

And along with that, most practices put the date of
birth as a distinguisher for patients with the same
name, such as John Henry Sr. and John Henry Jr.
There also needs to be a sticker or stamp showing

the last year the patient is seen so the records can be
purged easily by year.
The folder front can carry a stamp for information
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the office wants to track, perhaps that the patient has
signed the HIPAA privacy notice acknowledgement or
has a living will.
And whether the office files by name or by assigned

ID number, it’s almost essential to use colored bars to
spot misfiles.
Brandt adds that while Social Security numbers

have traditionally been used as identifiers in health
care, they are fast becoming a poor choice because of
identify theft. Aside from the fact that patients aren’t
anxious to give their numbers out, people have a right
to refuse to reveal their numbers except where
required, as on tax documents. Some states even say
businesses cannot use Social Security numbers as
identifiers.

the information inside

How should the information be organized?
The easier the records are to use and the more

straightforward the organization, the greater the
chance they will stay in good order, Brandt says.
On the left inside cover, “post whatever the office

needs to see often and quickly.” Usually that’s a sheet
listing allergies and the problems currently being
treated.
Then put in tabbed dividers for whatever the office

needs to see most often – progress or visit notes, lab
work, radiology results, telephone messages, and so
on.
To determine what dividers to set up, ask the physi-

cians, nurses, physician assistants, and whoever else
uses the record information “what do you need to get
to quickly?” In a very large practice, it can even be
helpful to have a health information management pro-
fessional design a record organization system that’s
most functional for the office.
It’s also a good idea to have a correspondence

divider for requests from nonphysicians such as attor-
neys or insurance companies. Put that section at the
back, “because the office doesn’t need that informa-
tion often,” but it’s easier to find in the record than to
search it out from a separate location.
Within each section, file the information in reverse

chronological order so the latest information is always
on the top.

efficiency in space

What’s the most efficient storage system? Does
HIPAA affect record storage?
The most efficient storage for paper records is open

shelving. The most inefficient is filing cabinets.
Open shelves provide the most usable record space

in the least amount of floor space. It’s easy to pull and
refile the records. “And there’s no limit to the number

of people who can access the files at one time.’”
Movable open shelves can put more files into a

small space, but the disadvantage is that only one or
two people can access the files at a time, because as
one section of shelves is used, other lanes have to be
closed.
HIPAA does not restrict open shelving. It only says

records have to be secure, which means inaccessible
to people not privileged to the information. Open
shelves are fine; just restrict the access.

when to purge and go offsite

How often should the office purge the records?
It’s a matter of space, Brandt says.
Keep all the records on-site for at least two years

after the date of last activity, and if there’s room to
keep them longer, “so much the better.”
Records of deceased patients can be taken out at the

time of the death as those won’t be needed again
except perhaps for life insurance purposes. But don’t
destroy them. There are still retention requirements.
Purge only when the space gets tight, because off-

site storage is not cheap. Storage facilities usually
charge by the linear foot and add another charge for
searching out a requested record, another for deliver-
ing it to the office, and another for refiling.
The office can save money by using a self-storage

facility, but there’s a caution: make sure the facility is
climate controlled so there’s no danger of mold or
mildew, which can destroy paper. “In Arizona that’s
probably not a problem,” but in an area such as
Houston where humidity is high, it is.

chasing the paper

What’s the best way to keep the filing up-to-date?
Missed filings pose tremendous risk to patient care

as well as to malpractice exposure, Brandt says, and
for that reason the manager has to keep constant over-
sight on the filing.
Assign specific staffers to specific tasks – one per-

son to file the loose reports, another to file the records
back on the shelf, and so on. Then check repeatedly to
see that the work gets done.
It’s understandable – though not acceptable – that

things don’t get into the record. “Any office gets bom-
barded with loose reports,” and often there’s no staffer
immediately available to file them. Hospital reports
are sometimes put in a stack or even thrown away
with the reasoning of “if we need this information,
we’ll just call the hospital.”
Making the situation worse is the fact that filing is

not a fun job and the file clerk is usually open to find-
ing other work to do.
It’s not even unknown for staff to hide unfiled
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reports or for unfiled papers “to wind up in the dump-
ster behind the 7-Eleven.”

on top of it all: a policy

Above all, the office needs a written policy on
retention and release of records. The two most impor-
tant aspects to cover are retention and requests.
Also, Brandts says, because record releases “are an

area of vulnerability,” the manager needs to check the
requests periodically to see that staff are following the
policy. And if the volume is not high, review every
request “before anything goes out the door.”

RETENTION
Medicare records have to be kept at least five years

after the date of last activity. That’s a minimum. The
American Health Information Management Associa-
tion in Chicago recommends 10 years for adult
patients. In addition, many states set out retentiion
requirements. Those can be found through the local or
state medical association.
Retention also has to account for the state statute of

limitations for bringing malpractice suits. That’s usu-
ally two to three years, but the clock doesn’t start run-
ning until the patient discovers the problem, which
could be several years after the date of last activity.
For minors, keep the records until the child reaches

majority age (18 to 21 years, depending on the state)
plus the time allowed for the statute of limitations.

RECORD REQUESTS
Spell out when patient authorization is and isn’t

required. HIPAA does not require it for purposes of
treatment, payment, or health care operations.
Tell what information cannot be released without

the patient’s written permission. Mostly, that’s infor-
mation on mental health, HIV, substance abuse, and
genetics.
Tell what constitutes a valid authorization under

HIPAA. Essentially, it must tell where the information
is going, the purpose of the request, the specific infor-
mation to be disclosed, and the point at which the
authorization will expire. (For a sample form, see
“Sample authorization to use or disclose protected
health information,” September 2005.)
Tell what can be released in response to a request.

For patient care, there are no restrictions. But for any-
thing else, HIPAA’s minimum necessary rule applies,
which means the office can release only what’s neces-
sary to accomplish the purpose of the request.
And include a standard response to send when an

attorney or life insurance company requests “any and
all information.” The response might say “federal law
says we can only release the minimum amount of
information necessary to fill a request. Please be spe-
cific as to what you require.” �

Coding COPD means
coding its specific forms
BY THERESE JORWIC, MPH, RHIA, CCS, CCS-P
Chronic obstructive pulmonary disease: obstructed

airways, difficult breathing, and a permanent condi-
tion.
COPD is almost always caused by the environment,

especially by smoking; in fact, most COPD patients
are either current or former smokers. The other major
culprits are irritants such as pollution, dust, and chem-
icals.
The airways in the lungs look much like an upside

down tree, with alveolae or small balloon sacs at the
end of each branch. In a healthy person the sacs are
open and elastic, and they inflate and deflate as breath
comes in and goes out. But when COPD takes over,
the sacs lose their elasticity and become floppy, much
like an old rubber band, and less air can get in and
out.
COPD happens slowly to the point that it can be

years before symptoms appear. Thus, the disease usu-
ally doesn’t get diagnosed until middle or old age.
The symptoms can be alleviated, but the damage is

irreversible, which results in COPD’s being the fourth
leading cause of death in the US.

the two main types of COPD

COPD has several forms, the most common of
which are emphysema and chronic bronchitis.
With emphysema, the walls of the alveolae, which

are only one cell thick, are destroyed, leaving the
lungs with a few large air sacs instead of many tiny
ones. With the large sacs, or bullae, there is reduced
surface area for the exchange of oxygen and carbon
dioxide, and the patient experiences shortness of
breath.
With chronic bronchitis, the airways, or bronchial

tubes become thick and inflamed and produce exces-
sive mucus, which makes it difficult to get air in and
out of the lungs. As a result, there is constant cough-
ing.
Many COPD patients have both emphysema

and chronic bronchitis.
COPD can be treated but not cured. The best way

to slow its progress is to quit smoking. Exercise also

ICD-9-CM and CPT
coding update
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helps improve the symptoms and prevent complica-
tions.
As for medications, there are inhaled bronchodila-

tors to relax the muscles around the airways and
improve the air flow. They can be short-acting to pro-
vide fast relief or long-acting to help prevent constric-
tions.
There are also inhaled steroids to reduce the

inflammation. For advanced COPD, there is continu-
ous oxygen therapy. And for severe forms of the dis-
ease, there is surgery.
One is bullectomy, which is the removal of one or

more of the bullae that form when the alveolar walls
break down. That gives the healthy alveolae around
the bullae room to expand and allows the breathing
muscles to function better.
Another is lung volume reduction surgery, which is

mostly done when the disease is confined to the upper
lobes of the lungs. With that procedure, sections of the
most diseased tissue are removed so the diaphragm
can return to a more normal position and work more
effectively. The procedure can also improve lung elas-
ticity.
Beyond that, the only surgical treatment is lung

transplant.

search out the specific codes

The code for COPD is 496.
But note that it is a general code. It covers chronic

airway obstruction, not elsewhere classified, and
applies only when there’s a diagnosis of COPD but no
information about the specific type of COPD.
The excludes notes to that code emphasize that.

They say it does not cover COPD with bronchitis,
emphysema, or asthma.
If there is more specificity, use other codes.
For example, chronic bronchitis is covered by the

491 codes, so if there is obstructive chronic bronchitis
with the COPD, the code is 491.2x, with the fifth digit

showing whether there is exacerbation or acute bron-
chitis.
If there is COPD with emphysema, go to the

emphysema codes, which are in the 492 category. For
obstructive emphysema the code is 492.8.
Similarly, if there is asthma with the COPD, go to

the asthma codes in the 493 category. For chronic
obstructive asthma with COPD, use code 493.2.
As with all other conditions, the overriding rule for

COPD is to code to the highest level of specificity.

When does a consult visit
turn into a regular visit?

Question: A patient is referred to our practice for a
consultation. At the end of the visit, the doctor asks
the patient to return for follow-up care. Should we use
an E/M code or a consultation code for that first visit?
Submitted by VIKKI MERCER, office manager,

Wayne Women’s Clinic, Goldsboro, NC.
Answer:With a consultation, the doctor gives an

opinion and that’s it. Then once the doctor does some-
thing for the patient or takes over all or a portion of
the care, it’s no longer a consult but a regular office
service.
CPT 2007 has new guidelines that explain that.

They appear with the consultation codes, and they say
that follow-up visits, whether initiated by the doctor
or the patient, get established-patient codes.
Thus, the first visit gets an office consult code.

Then when the patient comes in for the actual care,
use a regular E/M service code for an established
patient.
What if the patient comes in for a consult and the

doctor provides care during that same visit? That
might happen, for example, when the referring doctor
asks for an opinion about a mole and the consulting
doctor gives the opinion and then removes the mole
during the same visit.
Code the consult and along with it code the mole

removal.
What if after the first consult the referring doctor

sends the patient for a second visit, this time saying
“the problem is worse” or “now there’s a new prob-
lem. Can you give me your opinion on it?” That visit
is another consult.
Once the referring doctor says “thank you for that;

now here’s another problem,” the first consult has
ended and a second consult has begun.
Therese M. Jorwic, MPH, RHIA, CCS, CCS-P is

assistant professor of health information management
at the University of Illinois at Chicago and senior
consultant for MC Strategies in Atlanta. �

by john chase

Remember: he’s here as a consultation. If you talk
him in, you might be assuming care!
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How to handle staff issues
with a doctor yet stay
in the office’s good graces
It can be Staffer A coming in with a complaint

about Doctor B. Worse, it can be Doctor C coming in
saying “Manager, Staffer D has a complaint about
you.”
Either way, besides addressing the problem, there’s

the job of staying in the doctor’s good graces, says
PATTI FRALIX, a corporate management and com-
munications consultant in Raleigh, NC.
Success lies in knowing what to say.

I have this to say about Doctor A

First is the complaint about the doctor: the work-
load is impossible or the doctor is rude or shouts
about mistakes.
Start with a truism: the best solution to any problem

is for those involved to work it out themselves. Tell
the staffer “it would be best if you discuss it with the
doctor yourself.”
Explain that by approaching the problem directly,

the staffer will be perceived as “more professional and
powerful” than if the manager does the talking.
Explain too that bringing in a third person can make

the issue seem more serious than it is and can turn a
solvable situation into an insurmountable obstacle.

okay, I’ll go it alone

The optimal response is that the staffer agrees to
handle the situation privately. If so, that staffer needs
guidance on what to say.
Don’t write a script, Fralix says. Just talk about the

psychology of the matter.
Tell the staffer to approach the doctor with a state-

ment that is neither accusatory nor confrontational.
Explain that an opener such as “I want to talk to you
about the way you treat me” immediately generates a
defensive response. Better is a softer approach such as
“there is something I would like to discuss with you
that is somewhat uncomfortable.” That illustrates an
honest concern but at the same time makes the other
side receptive to talking about it.
Tell the staffer that the doctor will need an incen-

tive to change the behavior and that the best incentive
is a better work product. Focusing on the work “takes
the issue out of the emotional arena and puts it in the
professional arena,” which is where the doctor’s inter-
est lies.
Suppose the problem is that the doctor yells about

mistakes. To say “I feel frightened when you yell”
doesn’t give any incentive to change. But there’s great

incentive in “when you yell, I am not able to give your
patients enough attention or get your work done as
well as I’d like to.”

I’ll go, but you come with me

What if the staffer wants the manager to come
along?
There’s nothing wrong with doing so, Fralix says.

Employees need to feel “safe and supported,” and it’s
natural for them to look to the manager for help.
But limit the help. Serve only as the facilitator of

the discussion, not as the judge.
Again, don’t be confrontational. Don’t say “Staffer

A here has some concerns about you, Doctor B.” Be-
gin instead with “there are some issues we need to talk
about.”
Then ask the staffer to state the concerns. If the

staffer can’t summon up the courage, tell the doctor
what’s been said – keeping it on the professional level
and emphasizing that the staffer’s real concern is to
give the patients the best care and give the doctor the
highest quality work.
What if the doctor denies the behavior?
Be neutral: “I understand your perspective, and I

can’t say who’s right. However, we can’t let this con-
tinue and still give our patients the type of service you
want to give them.”
Don’t do more. Let the doctor take it from there.

Wrap up the conversation quickly and without casting
blame: “If either of you wants to discuss this again,
I’m available. And I’ll assume this is resolved unless I
hear otherwise.”
Fralix notes that besides supporting the staff, the

manager has to show loyalty to the doctor. So after-
wards, meet privately with the doctor and ask “Did
that go okay? Would you like me to handle situations
like this differently in the future?”
That shows respect for the doctor’s authority.

don’t make me go in there!

And then there’s the staffer who’s just can’t face
confronting the doctor even with the manager present.
Go it alone, Fralix says, but be aware that the con-

versation can easily turn into a he-said/she-said situa-
tion with the manager running back and forth from
doctor to staffer.
Go in with a nonjudgmental introduction: “Staffer

A has expressed some concerns to me.” Then cite
examples and ask “are you already aware of those
concerns?”
Lay the cards on the table and leave. End with “I

know that whether Staffer A’s comments are accurate
or not, you’ll do whatever you can to resolve this situ-
ation.”
And to show respect for the doctor’s authority, after
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that say: “Is there anything you want me to tell Staffer
A?” Hopefully, the answer will be “no, I’ll take care
of it.”
Then after about 30 days, follow up with “how is it

going with you and Staffer A?”

the manager as villain

In the second situation, the tables turn, and Doctor
B comes in saying Staffer A has complained about the
manager.
Treat the complaint with great seriousness, Fralix

says. That staffer “has jumped the line” and gone to
the doctor, so the concern is real whether the issue is
or not.
Ask if it’s okay to set up a three-way meeting. Then

start the meeting with an apology. If the complaint is
that the manager shows impatience, say “Staffer A, I
apologize for any of my behavior that has been less
than respectful.”
Don’t defend or explain. Just take the heat and

promise a resolution: “I know I’m not as nice as I’d
like to be when I’m rushed. I work on that, but it still
happens. If it makes you feel that I am upset with you,
I need to be clear that is not the case.”
Then end the meeting as quickly as possible.
Do that even if there really hasn’t been any impa-

tience and Staffer A is just too sensitive.
And don’t belittle the staffer by describing the con-

cerns as perceived as in “I apologize if you perceived
that my behavior was disrespectful.” That’s tanta-
mount to saying Staffer A is making the whole thing
up. �

Illinois manager gets
awarded for creating
‘family’ office environment
Each year, PAHCOM, the Professional Association

of Health Care Office Management, names a national
office manager of the year. Nominations come from
physicians and staff, and the winner is chosen by the
organization’s executive committee.
This year’s winner is CYNTHIA PENKALA,

CMM, who recently became a senior policy analyst
for the Practice Management Center of the American
Medical Association in Chicago. Her award, however,
came for work during the past year as manager of a
three-physician surgery practice. There she created a
family environment that generated team work among
staff as well as between staff and physicians.
In addition, she incorporated the same family-envi-

ronment theory at an earlier job where she managed a
cardiology practice.

setting a team table

Creating a family environment was a management-
goal at both practices, Penkala says, “because people
spend more time at work than they do with their own
families.”
She also points out that a medical manager “works

with a lot of women who have children,” and they per-
form best in a work environment where there’s posi-
tive personal contact.
Penkala’s approach was a simple one. She decided

that the one thing that most promotes family life is
meal time, so she carried that concept into manage-
ment.
At the cardiology practice, she set a “family lunch

time” one day a week for both physicians and staff.
No patients were scheduled at that time, though the
office did answer the phones.
The practice had four staff and three physicians,

and her hope was that the informal lunches would give
them “time to feel comfortable with each other.”
Sometimes it was pot luck and sometimes people

brought their own lunches. Many times the physicians
brought food they had made themselves.
“It really worked,” she says.
The weekly lunches proved to be “a turning factor”

in office unification. Both staff and physicians started
to look forward to them. They began to know each
other personally. And as the conversation became
more open, they talked about and solved office issues.
If someone was absent, there was always a “what did I
miss?” question later.

uniting a dysfunctional family

At the surgery practice, unification was a necessity,
Penkala says.
The three surgeons were not in partnership but were

instead sharing space, with the result that “they were
like a dysfunctional family,” each doctor in a separate
business.
Her goal was to get everybody “at least to sit

around a table and look at each other.”
A weekly lunch wasn’t possible because of the

surgery schedules, so she set up a morning meeting
environment instead. Each day, she came in early and
made coffee in the break room so it was ready when
everybody arrived.
At first it was only the staff who came in. “But then

the physicians started coming in.”
As with the cardiology practice, what slowly came

about was conversation on both the personal and pro-
fessional level. And it was productive conversation
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that would never have taken place in the regular office
setting.

better than a meeting

In both offices, Penkala says, the gatherings pro-
duced more teamwork and more productive ideas than
meetings, because “people are open to discussion in
an informal setting.”
What’s more, the continued interaction generated

respect. The staff and physicians realized “they were
all part of the same team,” and the doctors saw “what
many physician never see” – that their success
depended on the work the staff were doing.
She adds that while theory dictates that a manager

not be a friend to the employees, having staff’s respect
overrides that. Once the manager earns respect, it’s
possible to have a more personal atmosphere, because
the friendship falls into its proper perspective.
(PAHCOM is a national professional organization

headquartered in Pensacola, FL. It provides education
and also awards the CMM certification for medical
managers. Telephone 800/451-9311 and website
www.pahcom.com.) �

Practical ways to win
new referrals and
keep the old ones coming
Referrals are a shaky source of business.
Look at where they come from. Chances are the

sources are no more than five or six physicians, says
STEWART GANDOLF of Healthcare Success
Strategies, a medical practice marketing company in
Coto de Caza, CA.
What if one of those doctors retires? or moves? or

dies?
What if they start sending referrals elsewhere? And

that could happen. Count on it that other offices “are
whispering in those doctors’ ears” trying to get the
referrals for themselves.
To keep those sources – and also to bring in new

ones – the office needs two-part marketing. The first
part is what he terms passive marketing. The second is
personal and office-to-office contact.

not a deal on gallbladders

The first approach – passive marketing – is done
mostly by the doctor, Gandolf says.
It’s not promotional, not “salesey,” not an “act-

now” call or a “buy-one-gallbladder-and-get-the-sec-
ond-free” offer. Instead, it’s simple but professional
communication.
It’s a matter of clipping clinical articles pertaining

to the office’s specialty and sending copies to the
referrers and potential referrers with a note attached of
“here’s something special from my field” or “this
information may be of interest to you.”
Those other physicians aren’t omniscient; they

don’t know everything about every specialty. The arti-
cles help them understand the specialty diagnoses they
encounter. And because the information is educational
as opposed to self-aggrandizing, “it’s well received.”
It even enhances the practice’s reputation.
But when it’s time for a referral, the office comes

first to mind.
There is a caveat, however: the office has to be

committed to sending the information. To be effective,
it needs to be both frequent and continuous, at least
quarterly and preferably once a month.
Gandolf adds that for the doctors with whom the

physician has a personal relationship, it’s appropriate
to expand the send-outs to nonclinical articles such as
information about a sport with a note of “this is good
reading.”

make everybody’s life easier

The second approach – personal contact – starts
with staff-focused marketing, because often it’s the
nurse or even the manager “who makes the real deci-
sions” on referrals, and their decisions are most often
based on “Office A is okay, but everybody at Office B
is really nice.”
The manager or a staff representative can do

tremendous marketing by visiting those other staff,
Gandolf says. Bring food. Make personal contacts.
But mostly, find out what the offices need to make the
clerical work of referrals easy.
Give them copies of the forms necessary to refer to

the office.
Make sure staff give them a fast response when

they call.
Set the schedule so they can get their patients seen

quickly.
“Anything that makes their lives easier” is an

encouragement to send their referrals to the office, he
says. “It’s all about them and what they need.” It’s a
matter of “how can we be of service to you?”

the practice representative

Some offices have taken the office visit approach to
the level of hiring practice representatives who oper-
ate much like drug reps.
They visit the referring practices regularly and meet

with whoever is responsible for the referral decisions,



whether physician, nurse, or manager. (See “Ortho-
pedics practice uses a part-time office liaison to gen-
erate referrals,” March 2005.)
The office can take the rep concept as far as it likes.

Gandolf cites one large practice that hired a fulltime
MBA who served as the main contact with the physi-
cians and even spent time with them socially. The rep
was a major rainmaker and was given an equity posi-
tion in the practice.
On a smaller scale, the office could hire a former

drug rep to do the work part-time.

put the doctor on the visitor list

If there’s time, the doctor too can become a visitor
to the referring physicians.
How to make the entry?
Call the manager: “Dr. A refers a lot of patients to

us. I’d like to stop by and say thank you. I feel I’ve
been neglecting Dr. A. Is there a convenient time I
could stop by and say hello?”
Expect a positive response, he says, because it’s not

a sales call but a personal visit.
Once there, give the doctor the information, but

again with a no-sales preface: “By the way, we just
had this brochure done. It’ll give you an idea of what
we do. If you need any information, let me know.”

changing the physician mindset

If the office isn’t working to keep its current refer-
ral sources and attract new ones, “it’s walking by its

biggest opportunity” to maintain and also to increase
its revenues, Gandolf says. Yet it can be difficult to
persuade the doctors that such is the case.
To get the doctors involved in the marketing, his

advice is to play upon the fact that “doctors are prag-
matic.”
They may say they don’t have time for referral

work and they may argue that the office already has
enough business, but they will listen to economics: “If
a handful of physicians represents 80% of our patient
volume, I suggest we protect them and also build new
referral sources.”
Explain that a six-physician referral base is tanta-

mount to having all the office’s money in six stocks,
“and what happens to our bottom line if we lose one
of them?”
People are motivated more by pain than by plea-

sure, and the fear of lost income “is a big motivator.”
Follow that with the nudge: “why don’t I schedule

time for you to visit them?”
And add to that: “I can come with you and meet

their managers so we can find out how we can serve
them better.”
Yes, it’s possible to market without physician par-

ticipation, he says, but the effort “will be wildly more
successful if the physician supports it.”

should do versus are doing

Gandolf adds that marketing is not an ad hoc ven-
ture. What the office does has to be planned and con-
tinuous. Its effect comes from repetition.
Set up “a 12-month plan of attack.” Without a guide

to follow, people get busy with other things and the
marketing doesn’t happen.
Also, he says, make the plan realistic “so it’s not

‘what we should do’ but ‘what we actually do.’”
He also points out that marketing is not advertising.

Advertising is an attraction; marketing is a matter of
taking action to get the job done. “It’s the lifeblood of
practice.” �
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a little hidden risk . . .
Be careful using preaddressed return envelopes

– even the ones you get from MOM!
It’s easy for staff to put the wrong thing in the

wrong envelope. Here at MOM, we often receive
misdirected checks, applications for physician
credentials, and even patient record information.
We return those items, but other companies may

not, and your information could be trashed – or
used. One reader told us she doesn’t allow her
staff to use return envelopes at all.
It’s a risk we believe you should be aware of.

– Susan Crawford, Editor


